Tonight was the premiere of the opera “_____________ ____________” by the 
modern composer ___________________________.

teacher’s name

The opera began with the main character singing a/an _______________ aria
about losing his/her ____________________________.

tempo

Then, a/an ______________ wizard made his entrance. The two sang a/an ______________ duet about making the most of a/an ______________ situation.

adjective

In the second act, a chorus of ______________ sang a/an ______________ song, where
it was discovered that the main character must ____________ his/her ______________
to make the missing ______________ reappear. He/she did so, and the missing toy
magically came back.

article of clothing

same toy

At the conclusion of the show, the audience applauded ______________. One
audience member commented, “This opera is ______________, but it’s not as
______________ as ______________’s.”
The rock group The Mighty _________ was nearing the end of a/an _________ concert.

They had just finished their power ballad “_________ _________,” a love song about their favorite food, when a bunch of _________ jumped on the stage!

Once the _________ were taken care of, The Mighty _________ decided to finish with a/an _________ song about _______. The leader of the rock group played _________ on the _______. The drummer _________ her drumsticks, and the keyboardist _________ all over the piano.

After the concert, the band celebrated backstage by eating _______ pounds of _______. 

name of food